
MY HIDDEN 1401 
Chapter 1401: Steal the Divorce Certificate and Get Married 

 

“Will you wait until the children grow up?” Fu Shiqin mumbled. 

Hearing his words, Fu Hanzheng stayed silent for a moment. It seemed that the remarriage could not be 

delayed any longer. 

Although his relationship with Weiwei would not be affected because of the marriage certificate, she 

would not be able to explain to them no matter how old they were. 

But the divorce certificate was still in the hands of his father Fu Shengying. If he wanted to remarry her, 

he had to bring the divorce certificate. 

Therefore, he had to agree and give him the divorce certificate. 

“If you can’t get him to agree, let our mother steal the divorce certificate for you and then get married 

first.” Fu Shiqin suggested this with his ‘intelligence’. 

His father was not on guard yet, and as long as his mother cooperated, it would be easy for him to get 

the certificate. 

Fu Hanzheng frowned deeply. “We will remarry openly.” 

Last time, they went to register their marriage in secret and were forced to divorce by his family. 

This time, he hoped that everyone would wish him well. 

“Our father is stubborn. You can wait forever until he agrees.” Fu Shigin snorted. 

Fu Hanzheng gave him the signed documents and said coldly, “Now is not the time to solve this matter.” 

He wanted to remarry more than anyone else, but now his father did not approve of it and Gu Siting was 

watching them. 

It was not the right time to get married. 

Even if he could get his father’s permission first, he still hoped that their marriage would not be ruined 

by Gu Siting, just like what happened at Chenis Castle. 

“Forget it, let’s deal with Gu Siting first, otherwise it will be very difficult to get married.” Fu Shiqin took 

over the files and said with a smile, “Maybe after we deal with Gu Siting, our father will not object so 

much.” 

His father objected because he was worried that Gu Siting would come to find sister-in-law again and 

cause trouble for the Fu Family. 

But his father was very stubborn. Whether his brother and sister-in-law got married or not, Gu Siting 

and the Fu Family were not on good terms. 



But now, Fu Hanzheng had gained another love rival. 

Fu Hanzheng said nothing. He just felt that as long as Gu Siting was not dealt with, Weiwei and the 

children would be in danger. 

‘That was why he wanted to solve the grudge with the Gu Family first. 

Fu Shigin complained as he replied to the e-mail. 

“Didn’t Cayman Dorrans send his men to threaten Gu Siting? Why are you still threatening him? Just let 

Cayman shoot him and save us the trouble.” 

It would be easier for Cayman Dorrans to kill Gu Siting than them. 

The Fu Family were businessmen after all, and they should not kill anyone. 

But Cayman Dorrans was a gangster, and he had killed many people. 

He could finish off Gu Siting with one order. 

“Don’t mention this again after you leave the study.” Fu Hanzheng warned with a low voice. 

Cayman Dorrans wanted to kill Gu Siting too, but because Weiwei’s rebirth was related to him, he did 

not touch him easily. 

Also, according to Yuan Meng, Gu Siting’s death would also affect Weiwei. 

That was what troubled him and Cayman Dorrans. No matter how much they wanted him dead, they 

couldn’t kill him for Weiwei’s sake. 

Not only could they not kill him, but they also could not let him die. 

Killing Gu Siting was easy, but none of them could afford to lose Weiwei.. 

Chapter 1402: So Obedient Today? 

 

Fu Shigin threw a look at his brother and said, “Okay.” 

It was already past midnight when they finished the work. 

Fu Hanzheng tiptoed back to the master bedroom, got changed into his pajamas and carefully laid down 

on the bed. Out of habit, he took his sleeping wife into his arms. 

But when he thought of Gu Siting who had been eyeing her, he could not fall asleep. 

He had never asked her about the Gu Family, but Gu Siting had never given up on her and he had always 

been a huge problem for him. 

He was thinking about how to deal with Gu Siting so that he could give up on her forever. 

At the same time, Gu Siting was probably thinking about how to kill him in order to get her back. 

Gu Siting might still have feelings for her, but that was not true love. 



He was just not convinced that the person he wanted would marry someone else. 

What was more, she married into the Fu Family who had always been at odds with him. 

He hated Gu Siting for causing her so much harm, but it was because of him that she was reborn in this 

world and came to his side. 

Gu Weiwei was in a deep sleep and had no idea that the man next to her was tossing and turning 

throughout the entire night. 

She slept easily until she woke up in the morning. She turned around and looked at the man who was 

hugging her from behind. Then she carefully grabbed the arm around her waist and was about to get up. 

But before she could remove it, the arm around her waist tightened. 

She turned around and whispered, “The children should be waking up now.” 

“The nursery teacher will take care of them.” Fu Hanzheng took her into his arms and sniffed the gentle 

scent of her hair. 

Gu Weiwei turned around and faced him. She could not help but frown when she saw the bags under his 

eyes. 

“What time did you go to sleep last night?” 

“I don’t remember.” 

Fu Hanzheng squinted and kissed her on the face, not mentioning anything about his insomnia. 

Gu Weiwei sighed helplessly and kissed his eyelids. 

“You are so careless. Do you want me to end up having to take care of the two children and you?” 

Fu Hanzheng chuckled. “Cheeky.” 

Gu Weiwei looked at the clock on the bedside and reminded him with a gentle voice. 

“It’s time to get up.” 

“Get the nursery teacher to take care of them today, let’s sleep for a while more.” Fu Hanzheng refused 

to get up and refused to let her get up either. 

Feeling sorry for his tiredness, Gu Weiwei did not insist on taking care of the two children but stayed in 

the room with him. 

Fu Hanzheng opened his eyes and looked at his wife who was in his arms. “So obedient today?” 

She had always taken care of the two children in the morning, but today, she was not going to take care 

of them. 

“You don’t like it?” Gu Weiwei asked with a smile. 

Fu Hanzheng chuckled, lowered his head and kissed the girl’s soft lips, asking for a lingering moming kiss. 



However, he gradually lost control of himself and his hands that were around her waist reached into her 

baggy pajamas. 

Gu Weiwei shrank back and turned him down with a small voice. 

“No, you have to get up and go to the company.” 

“No hurry, we still have time,” Fu Hanzheng said and sealed her lips with a kiss. 

He came home too late last night and did not want to disturb her rest. 

But his wife looked very tasty so early in the morning. 

Gu Weiwei dodged his lips with difficulty. “You are late for the morning session.” 

“Tl go soon.” Fu Hanzheng chuckled and removed her pajamas. 

When he was satisfied, he got up, took a shower and went to work. Gu Weiwei threw a look at the 

watch on the bedside table and punched the bed. 

How was it fast, huh? 

How was that fast?! 

Chapter 1403: The Hospital 

 

She got up slowly, took a shower and got changed, before going into the living room. By that time, Fu 

Hanzheng had already left for the company. 

The two children were playing with their toys on the floor in the living room and stared at her when they 

saw her coming out. 

She went over to hold her youngest daughter and asked the nurse, “Have they eaten anything yet?” 

“They have,” the nurse answered. 

Gu Weiwei nodded and played with the two children for a while until the servant came over to her. 

“Madam, your breakfast is ready.” 

Gu Weiwei put down her daughter, went into the dining room and ate breakfast alone. 

Then she pushed her two children out for some fresh air. 

The two little ones, who had not been out for the past few days, were very excited the moment they 

went out. They kept looking around and dancing. 

Fu Hanzheng did not call her until the meeting at work had finished. 

“Have you eaten breakfast?” 

“Lhave,” Gu Weiwei replied. 



“What are you doing?” Fu Hanzheng could tell that she was not at home. 

“The children haven’t been out for two days, so I took them out in the pram.” Gu Weiwei confessed. 

Fu Hanzheng sighed regretfully. He wanted to take a walk with her and the children instead, rather than 

facing the piles of work at the company. 

“There are many journalists searching for your whereabouts these days, so you better not go out of 

Zhujiang. Leave whatever you need to Lei Ning.” 

“Got it,” Gu Weiwei replied. 

“But do tell me if you need to go out.” Fu Hanzheng stressed. 

Although the news online had been removed, many media companies were still looking for her 

whereabouts. 

The more these people could not find her, the more they felt that there was some big news and the 

more they kept pursuing her. 

“Oh… [should be going to get the vaccines for the children tomorrow,” Gu Weiwei said in distress. 

If the journalists were keeping a close eye on them these days, she really could not bring them out. 

Fu Hanzheng thought for a while and said, “I will get the doctor to come here, there is no need to go 

out.” 

Firstly, it was not convenient for her to bring the two children out, and secondly, it was a huge effort to 

bring them out. 

After they had the injection, they would start to cry too. 

He would ask the doctor to come home, so that they could be appeased quickly and rest; that way the 

hospital would not be in such a flurry. 

“Alright, you can make the arrangements.” Gu Weiwei did not object. 

Anyway, the hospital was a private hospital invested in by Fu’s Enterprise, and he could do whatever he 

wanted. 

“Then take care of the children, I will come home early in the afternoon,” Fu Hanzheng said and rang off. 

Seeing his brother hanging up the phone, Fu Shiqin asked curiously, “Doctor? Who is sick?” 

“Youyou and Tiantian are getting their vaccines tomorrow, but it is not convenient to bring them to the 

hospital. Call He Chi and ask him to vaccinate them at home tomorrow,” Fu Hanzheng said. 

Hearing his words, Fu Shiqin made a call to He Chi. He had always been very concerned about his 

nephew and niece. 

It took He Chi a long while before he answered the call. 

“Why are you calling? I am in the middle of a consultation.” 



“Youyou and Tiantian are getting their vaccines tomorrow, but it is not convenient for sister-in-law to 

bring them out. You can vaccinate them at home,” Fu Shiqin said. 

He Chi sighed speechlessly. “Okay, I will bring the head nurse there tomorrow.” 

After all, the hospital was opened by someone else and they had to serve the children of the owners 

even when they were getting a vaccine. 

“No, bring the doctor, no, actually your chief doctor.” Fu Shiqin made a request. 

He Chi countered speechlessly. “Idiot, doctors only ever hold scalpels but nurses are very experienced 

when it comes to injections, are you dumb?” 

” Bu Shigin was speechless. 

Chapter 1404: Can’t take Responsibility 

 

Fu Hanzheng reminded Fu Shigin while he was busy with his work. 

“Ask him to bring his men there tomorrow morning.” 

Hearing the words, Fu Shigin instantly conveyed his boss’ order to He Chi. 

“Got it, bye.” 

He Chi rang off gloomily and continued with the meeting. 

That night, he worked the night shift and brought the most experienced head nurse to villa seven with 

the medicine box the next morning. 

On the way there, he stressed to the head nurse repeatedly that she should not ask anything and should 

not say anything more than she needed to. 

‘When he knocked on the door, Gu Weiwei and the others had just finished their breakfast. 

He Chi and the nurse walked in and he asked the head nurse to prepare the vaccine. 

Gu Weiwei carried the obedient Youyou and sat down on the sofa with the child in her arms when the 

head nurse was ready. 

Fu Hanzheng rolled up Youyou’s sleeves, whilst Fu Shiyi and Fu Shigin became very nervous as they 

watched the needle. 

“Can’t you change the needle?” 

Their nephew’s arm was so tender, and it would hurt terribly if the needle went in. 

“That is the smallest needle.” He Chi complained speechlessly. 

The head nurse approached with the syringe, disinfected Youyou’s arm and was about to poke it with 

the needle. 

Fu Shigin said nervously, “Hang on, be gentle.” 



Fu Shigin was also worried. “Don’t hurt him.” 

The head nurse’s hands were not shaking before, but when they started staring at her so intently, they 

started to tremble. 

Gu Weiwei threw a look at the head nurse. “Let’s start.” 

The head nurse found the correct area and placed the needle against the skin. 

Before Youyou could react and cry, the needle was in. 

But when he opened his mouth to cry, the needle had already been removed. 

Fu Hanzheng carefully pressed a cotton ball down over the injection area and Gu Weiwei felt sorry for 

her tearful son. 

Sure enough, every child was afraid of getting an injection. Even Youyou, who did not cry often, cried 

when he got an injection. 

Hearing her brother’s crying, Tiantian glanced over and seemed to be frightened. She pursed her lips 

and was about to cry too. 

Fu Shiyi and Fu Shigin carried Tiantian away and distracted her with toys and food. 

Gu Weiwei was walking around in the room with Youyou in her arms, who was lying on her shoulders, 

looking both cute and pitiful with tears on his face. 

But as an elder brother, he would be fine after ten minutes. 

Gu Weiwei gave her son to Fu Hanzheng and turned to her younger daughter, who was taken away by 

Fu Shigin. 

Fu Shigin refused to give Tiantian to her. “Sister-in-law, can we not fight?” 

If Youyou had cried so pitifully, Tiantian would definitely break their hearts. 

“Will you be responsible in the future if she doesn’t get the vaccine?” Gu Weiwei asked with a cold 

expression. 

Fu Shigin’ 

‘s heart ached, but he still handed the child over. After all, he could not take such responsibility. 

Gu Weiwei consoled her daughter and did not sit down until the head nurse was ready. Then she rolled 

up her sleeves. 

The girl had no idea that she was going to be injected with a needle, and so she was happily playing with 

the toy in her arms. 

The head nurse was indeed experienced. She inserted the needle and pulled it out within a few seconds. 

The moment the needle was removed, the girl burst into tears and cried even harder than her brother. 



Fu Shiyi and Fu Shigin went over to her to comfort her with toys and cookies, but the girl was not 

interested in anything at the moment. She was crying loudly. 

Although Youyou cried, he was appeased within a few minutes. But Tiantian cried for more than ten 

minutes before stopping. 

Even then, she was still sobbing softly in her mother’s arms, tears shining in her big eyes.. 

Chapter 1405: Awww 

 

Fu Hanzheng, Fu Shigin and Fu Shiyi had their own work to do. 

But because the two children had just been vaccinated, the three of them stayed at home to help with 

the child. 

Tiantian could not be appeased, and Fu Shiyi and Fu Shigin both felt sorry for the girl when they saw her 

tearful eyes. 

“My heart aches for Tiantian!” 

“Tiantian, stop crying, Third Uncle is heart-broken.” 

He Chi rolled his eyes. Her father had not even said anything, what were her two uncles concerned 

about? 

Gu Weiwei finally got Tiantian to stop crying and said to Fu Hanzheng, “There’s nothing else to do here 

now, so you can go to work now.” 

Fu Hanzheng checked the time, kissed his obedient son who was in his arms and gave him to the nurse. 

However, he urged Fu Shigin. 

“Let’s go.” 

Fu Shigin took hold of Tiantian’s chubby hands unwillingly and followed his brother to the company. 

Fu Shiyi was also getting ready to go to work under the urging of his agent. 

Seeing them leaving, He Chi stood up and said, “Get the driver to drive the head nurse home, I am going 

home to sleep.” 

Gu Weiwei glanced at the servant. “Call Lei Ning and ask her to send the head nurse home.” 

The head nurse was packing up the medicine box and did not utter a single word. 

Although she was so shocked by the fact that Movie Queen Weiwei was with President Fu, and had two 

children, she still tried her best to stay calm when she thought of Doctor He Chi’s warning. 

He Chi saw her off and warned her one last time. 

“You better not say a word about what you saw or heard today, otherwise… the consequences will be 

very serious.” 



“Got it, Doctor He.” The head nurse nodded. 

Although this news might shock the world, she was not a stupid person. If she went against the Fu 

Family, not only would she lose her job, but her family would also suffer. 

After seeing her off, He Chi stretched and went back to his villa to sleep. 

‘When the two children had already forgotten about the pain, Gu Weiwei pushed them outside in the 

pram and took a walk in the park. 

She was just taking a walk by the lake with the two children when the servant rushed over with her 

phone. 

“Madam, your friend, Miss. Ji Cheng is calling you for something urgent.” 

Gu Weiwei asked the nurse to take care of the children and answered the call herself. 

“Ji Cheng, what is it?” 

The moment she spoke, Ji Cheng burst into tears. 

“Weiwei, Qiangian and Uncle Luo went to the French Nice Music Festival and there was a shooting at 

the site. Aunt Luo and I can’t reach them now. My cousin and grandfather are helping us find them, but 

Weiwei, do you also have any way to find them?” 

The Fu Family had a special information system and if they wanted to find someone, they might be 

faster than the police. 

Now the news of the attack at the Nice Music Festival was all over the internet and there was no news 

of Qiangian and Uncle Luo. She was so scared that she did not know what to do. 

Gu Weiwei’s expression tumed dark. She did hear the news about Qiangian and her father going to Nice 

in France, two days ago. 

However, she had not paid much attention to the news online because of the two children’s 

vaccinations this morning, so she had no idea that an attack had happened there. 

“Don’t worry, I will find someone in Nice to search and inform you as soon as I can.” 

“Okay, I will… wait for your call.” Ji Cheng rang off in tears.. 

Chapter 1406: Your Man 

 

Gu Weiwei rang off and said to the nursery teacher, “Drive the two children home, I need to make a 

call.” 

‘The nursery teacher helped to take care of the two children, whilst she made a call to Fu Hanzheng. 

But after the phone rang several times, it turned out to be Fu Hanzheng’s assistant, Xu Qian, who 

answered the call. 

“Madam, President Fu is having an important meeting, it is not very convenient right now.” 



Gu Weiwei thought for a while. “How much longer before they finish?” 

“almost half an hour,” Xu Qian said truthfully and asked, “What is it?” 

“It’s something urgent. Can you tell him and call me back as soon as possible?” Gu Weiwei said. 

Xu Qian nodded, rang off and hurried into the meeting room. Then he whispered to Fu Hanzheng, “Boss, 

Madam called, she seems to have something urgent to tell you.” 

Fu Hanzheng frowned, paused the meeting and went outside to make a phone call. 

“What happened?” 

Normally, she would not call him when he was working. 

Also, Xu Qian must have told her that he was in the meeting, so it must be very important, which is why 

he returned the call as soon as possible. 

“It is not me, but Luo Qiangian and her father who were in the attack at the Nice Music Festival and we 

have lost contact with them. The Ji Family has arranged for someone to find them, but there is no news 

yet. Can you arrange for someone from France to help?” 

Most of the Ji Family were in the military and politics, so they must have asked the government for help 

in France. Of course, the operation was not as convenient as the Fu Family’s information department. 

Hearing her words, Fu Hanzheng said with a gentle voice,”Don’t worry, I will arrange for someone to find 

them. I will inform you when I have news.” 

“Okay.” 

Gu Weiwei ended the call with him and called Yuan Meng who was in Italy. 

It was still morning in the capital, but in Italy it was still midnight. Yuan Meng answered the call in a 

daze. 

“Boss, it is not a very humane thing to make a call at this hour.” 

“Ineed your help,” Gu Weiwei said. 

Although she had said goodbye to Fu Hanzheng and arranged for someone to find Luo Qianqian and her 

father, the place where the accident happened was in Europe and Yuan Meng and the others were only 

a few hours away from Nice. Also, that was the territory of the Dorrans Family. 

It was a matter of life and death, and one more road meant more hope. 

“Yes, tell me,” Yuan Meng said half-awake. 

“Something happened to my friend Luo Qiangian and her father in Nice, the short-haired girl you met. 

You are close to Nice, can you get someone to look for her? I will send you the pictures,” Gu Weiwei said 

seriously. 

Yuan Meng yawned and said, “You can ask your man for help, the Fu Family has a lot of connections.” 



“He has already arranged for someone to find her, so help him too. Find them as soon as possible,” Gu 

Weiwei said. 

Although she had hidden many things from Ji Cheng and Luo Qiangian, they truly regarded her as a 

friend. 

At this moment, she could not ignore them. 

“Got it, I will bring my men there at dawn,” Yuan Meng answered. 

“Not at dawn, now,” Gu Weiwei said with a low voice. 

Now that she was caught in an attack, she could not wait until dawn. 

“Okay, okay, I will go there now.” Yuan Meng hung up the phone and kicked Yuan Shuo who was 

sleeping next to her. “Get up, your precious disciple has work for us to do.” 

Yuan Shuo sat up. “What is it?” 

Yuan Meng opened the picture she received and said to him, “Her friend is missing from the attack at 

the French Nice Music Festival, and she needs our help to find her.” 

“Tell Cayman’s men that his men should go there too. I will go over now and ask him to arrange for 

some extra help.” 

She would be searching for a needle in a haystack if she went to Nice alone. 

But no one was more deeply entrenched than the Dorrans Family in Europe, so it was the easiest thing 

to ask the Dorrans Family to find Luo Qiangian and her father together.. 

Chapter 1407: Unlucky 

 

Yuan Shuo was a bit drowsy at first, but he came back to himself after hearing what she said. 

“Are you going there alone?” 

Yuan Meng said as she was packing, “The Dorrans Family and Anderson Family are in a fierce fight, you 

better stay here. Fu Hanzheng’s men are looking for them too, so I am just going to help. We will have 

news within a day.” 

It would take less than a day for Fu Hanzheng’s men and the Dorrans Family to find the two of them. 

“Twill find Matthew and arrange a plane for you.” Yuan Shuo got up, put on his coat and went to find 

Matthew. 

Cayman was already resting. He had not had a good rest for many days because of Will Dorrans and the 

Anderson Family. Also, he was not feeling well, so he could not disturb him. 

Matthew had the right to arrange for someone to help them find the father and daughter pair in Nice. 

When Yuan Meng packed up her backpack and went downstairs, Matthew had already arranged a 

private helicopter to wait for her outside. 



“Since she is Miss Weiwei’s friend, try your best to find her and send her home safely,” Matthew said. 

She must have been really anxious, which is why she called Yuan Meng and the others to help. 

But what she truly wanted was the Dorrans Family’s help. After all, there was no one in Europe who 

could find her friend and her friend’s father faster than them. 

“Let’s go.” Yuan Meng got into the helicopter and closed the cabin door. 

It was already eight in the morning when Yuan Meng arrived at Nice. Because of the shooting last night, 

Nice was on full alert and the military police were all around the site. 

Yuan Meng joined the Dorrans Family and the leader said, “We have checked at the hospital where the 

injured were rescued at the music festival and found that the deceased and the injured are not the ones 

you are looking for.” 

“No?” Yuan Meng let out a sigh of relief. That place should still be safe. “Where else have you checked?” 

“There were too many people at the music festival and the local police are still checking their identities. 

They have arranged for someone to keep an eye out for them and will contact us when they find them.” 

“We can’t just wait and see.” 

Yuan Meng lit a cigarette and took a puff. Weiwei had not called and there was no news from Fu 

Hanzheng’s men either. 

“Some of the criminals who attacked at the music festival have kidnapped several hostages and are still 

negotiating with the local police in the north of the city. If no one among the survivors has been found, 

they are either missing or kidnapped as hostages.” 

Yuan Meng got a headache when she heard about the kidnapping. “Go and check if they are among the 

survivors. You two follow me to the north of the city.” 

She had met Luo Qiangian several times and she was a smart girl. She would not be so unlucky as to be 

kidnapped as a hostage. 

However, Luo Qiangian was unlucky. When the attack happened, she was taken hostage by the criminals 

and they escaped to the city. 

In the chaos, her father was separated from her. 

The kidnappers, who had taken her and other hostages, had taken them to the north of the city and 

retreated to an old cafe. 

Everyone was armed and she felt that she could die at any moment. 

Together with her, there were young people, old people and children who were all frightened. 

Since it was still early, the cafe they retreated into had just opened. There were no other guests, only a 

few waiters in the cafe, but they were forced to become hostages with them. 

However, just as they were frightened and the criminals were guarding against the army and the police 

outside, a man walked down from the second floor of the cafe. 



“Waiter, bill please.” 

Chapter 1408: A Scary Man 

 

All the hostages looked at the man who was coming down the stairs leisurely in astonishment. The 

kidnappers were startled when they heard the voice and turned their guns towards the staircase. 

The owner of the cafe sighed. Normally, there were no customers at this hour. 

But recently, this guest ordered a cup of Blue Mountain coffee every morning. 

‘Then he sat there quietly reading the newspaper and would leave after an hour or so. 

But he should have heard the noise on the first floor. 

As long as he hid himself on the second floor or called the police, they would have a chance of survival. 

But he came downstairs to pay the bill. 

How was he going to pay the bill now? He would probably die if he insisted. 

The man who asked to pay the bill was a handsome Chinese man. He was tall and thin, and he was 

wearing a khaki windbreaker. He looked a bit pale. 

He glanced at the first floor of the cafe and placed ten euros on the table calmly. 

The boss of the cafe kept blinking at him, indicating that he should not do anything rash. 

However, the man ignored her, put away his wallet and was about to leave. 

But he had just taken one step when a gun was pointed at his head. 

“Who allowed you to leave?” 

“Why can’t I?” The man turned to the man who was talking to him. 

He glanced at him with his cold eyes, and the gunman’s hands shook. 

For some reason, the way this man looked at him frightened him. 

Yes, fear. 

He was the one who was pointing the gun at him, but with just one look, he felt fear from the bottom of 

his soul. 

“You stand over there,” he stuttered, losing his arrogance and confidence. 

“Sorry, Iam in a hurry,” the Chinese man said. 

Seeing him being so uncooperative, the kidnapper pointed the gun at his forehead. “Just go over there!” 

‘The accomplice glanced at him and urged him. “Cut the crap and just shoot him!” 



‘The kidnapper, who was pointing the gun at the Chinese man, was startled by the man’s profound eyes. 

For a moment, he seemed to have been possessed and even his hands that were holding the gun lost 

control. 

The Chinese man looked calm as he looked at the kidnapper, who was pointing the gun at him, and said 

coldly, “Fire!” 

‘The gunman repeated his words in a daze and pointed at his accomplice who had asked him to shoot, 

firing without hesitation. 

Also, he fired at his other partners. 

‘The accomplices were caught off guard and two of them were killed instantly. 

‘The remaining men turned their guns around and killed the betrayer. 

Amidst the gunshots, Luo Qianqian and the others screamed with their hands over their heads, fearing 

that they would be killed too. 

‘When the gunshots stopped, the entire cafe fell into a dead silence. 

Luo Qianqian opened her eyes in fear, but everything around her frightened her even more. 

The criminals who had taken them hostage were all dead and lying in pools of blood. 

‘The Chinese man stepped over a body, grabbed a napkin from the table and wiped off the scattered 

blood on his hands, without looking at Luo Qiangian and the others. 

“You can leave now..” 

Chapter 1409: The Man In the Painting 

 

However, Luo Qianqian and the other hostages exchanged a look but did not dare to do anything. 

The kidnappers were scary, but this man, who had killed all of them within a few minutes, was even 

scarier. 

‘With so many people holding guns, he not only made the criminals kill each other, but also killed 

everyone left standing within minutes. 

‘That was not something a normal person could do. More accurately… it was not something a person 

could do. 

‘When the gunshots were heard, Luo Qianqian and everyone else had their eyes closed. No one knew 

what happened in those few minutes. 

But when they opened their eyes, the kidnappers were all dead. 

‘The man wiped his hands and glanced at Luo Qianqian, who was startled. 

“.Xianxian.” 



Luo Qianqian looked at the mysterious and scary Chinese man and heard him calling her. 

But she did not remember meeting this man. 

‘When she was distracted, the Chinese man had already approached her and sized her up with a 

complicated look. 

“What are you doing here?” 

Startled, Luo Qianqian looked at this elegant and mysterious man curiously. 

“Lwas kidnapped by those people, Sir, do we know each other?” 

The man sounded as if he knew her. 

But she just could not remember where she had met him. 

‘The Chinese man looked at Luo Qianqian for a long time and his bright eyes turned dark. 

“You are not Xianxian.” 

Luo Qianqian pursed her lips and said with lingering fear, “My name is Luo Qianqian, thank you for 

saving us.” 

Although she still found him scary, she could not deny that he had saved them from the criminals. 

The Chinese man was still looking at her, but he seemed to be looking at her and then at someone else. 

‘Then he mumbled her name, “Qiangian, Qianqian…” 

Luo Qianqian gradually let go of her fear and sized up the mysterious Chinese man in front of her. 

All these years, she had seen many good-looking men, be it for work or through friend and family 

relations. 

Her cousin was sunny and energetic, Fu Shiyi was handsome and uninhibited, and Ji Cheng’s cousin was 

elegant and gentle. Fu Hanzheng was the most good-looking man among everyone and he looked noble 

too. 

But the Chinese man in front of her was different from everyone else. He looked like someone who had 

walked out of a painting. He had a classical-looking face and looked elegant. 

“Sir, who are you?” 

Before the man answered her, the police of Nice rushed in with their men. 

‘Together with them were the men arranged by Yuan Meng and Fu Hanzheng. 

‘When Fu Hanzheng’s men were still searching for her with the pictures, Yuan Meng, who had met Luo 

Qianqian, had already found her. 

But when she saw the man in front of Luo Qianqian, her face changed. 

She stepped forward and pulled Luo Qiangian away. “Why are you with this man?” 



Luo Qiangian was startled to see Yuan Meng. “Sister Yuan Meng, what are you doing here?” 

“Weiwei and Ji Cheng couldn’t reach you and I happened to be near Nice, so they asked me to come 

here.” 

She had just finished the words when Fu Hanzheng’s men arrived. 

“Miss Luo Qianqian, we have found your father and President Fu asked us to bring you home.” 

Luo Qianqian felt her heart warming. She was just talking with them, when she saw the Chinese man 

leaving. 

So she went after him and said, “Sir, thank you for saving us. You haven’t said who you are.” 

“Gu Yun Che..” 

Chapter 1410: Repay With Your Life 

 

Luo Qianqian got the man’s name and watched the mysterious and strange man disappear at the end of 

the street. 

Yuan Meng gave Luo Qiangian her phone and said, “Let’s tell the people at home that we are safe.” 

Luo Qiangian came back to herself and told her mother that she was safe. 

Then she made another call. It was Gu Weiwei’s number. 

“Weiwei, thank you, I am safe now.” 

Gu Weiwei let out a sigh of relief. “Are you injured at all?” 

“No, Sister Yuan Meng and the Fu Family have found my father and I in time,” Luo Qianqian said 

gratefully. 

The attack last night happened too suddenly. Then she was separated from her father and was taken 

hostage here. 

She had thought that she would end up dead for sure, but she had not expected that she would be able 

to stay alive. She had not expected that her father and her would be found so quickly. 

“As long as you are safe, someone will bring you home. Come back as soon as possible. Ji Cheng, your 

mother and I are very worried about you,” Gu Weiwei said gently. 

Luo Qianqian told her family and Gu Weiwei that she was safe and returned the phone to Yuan Meng. 

She asked after a moment of hesitation, “Sister Yuan Meng, do you know Mr. Gu?” 

She was wondering why she had such a reaction to the man and she sounded as if she had known this 

man from before. 

“Don’t ask, he is not a good person,” Yuan Meng said seriously. 

‘This man was the Chinese man who gave Gu Siting the Nine-Eyed Pearl. 



Previously, she and Yuan Shuo had tried to find out if Gu Siting was related to Weiwei’s rebirth, so they 

had spent a great deal of effort to find him. 

‘They had fought with him before and he was very powerful. She even suspected that he was not 

human. 

However, this man’s whereabouts had always been mysterious. The Dorrans Family had so many 

connections but they had not been able to find him. 

But today, he appeared in Nice and saved Luo Qianqian. 

“But if it were not for him, I and these hostages would not have survived.” Luo Qianqian sighed. 

Judging from how that man dealt with those criminals, she knew that he was not someone to be trifled 

with. 

But he was the one who had saved her from death, so she could not help but feel grateful. 

Yuan Meng asked in amusement, “What, you still want to repay him with your life?” 

“L.. didn’t mean that. I just think that I should thank him when I have the chance,” Luo Qiangian said 

sincerely. 

He had left so quickly that she did not even have time to thank him properly. 

She only knew his name and did not know where he was. She did not know if they would meet again. 

“alright, go and meet your father first. If there is nothing else, go home as soon as possible. It is not 

peaceful here.” Yuan Meng urged. 

Luo Qiangian thought for a while and went with them to the hotel where her father was staying. 

After experiencing life and death, the father and daughter cried in each other’s arms and did not calm 

down until a long time later. 

Yuan Meng said to Fu Hanzheng’s men, “Take them for a physical examination and bring them home if 

there are no problems.” 

Hearing that she was going home, Luo Qiangian said instantly, “Sister Yuan Meng, I want to stay for one 

more day.” 

“It is so chaotic here, and you still want to stay here?” Yuan Meng’s expression sank. 

“Just one day, I have something important to do,” Luo Qiangian said seriously. 

Yuan Meng sighed. She had found her now anyways, so she did not force her. 

“Thave something to do in Italy, so you must bring my bodyguards with you. If you do not leave 

tomorrow, I will ask my men to tie you up and bring you onto the plane..” 

 


